Join Our Team!

In late September 2010, the MEPI
Local Grants Program at the United
States
Consulate
General
in
Jerusalem awarded TYO a grant for
its “Enriching our Community:
Learning to Serve, Serving to Read”
program.
This
program
will
use Scholastic’s My Arabic Library to
teach nearly 400 children in
Nablus how to read.

TYO is currently seeking
qualified applicants for full
time positions and
summer internships
based in Nablus and
Lebanon. Please read the
full announcements and
apply today!
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TYO Launches Literacy
Program with MEPI
The project will engage thirty university students, ten mothers
and several TYO staff members in a workshop series that will
promote values of volunteerism and civic engagement. Through
these workshops, youth and women will receive the necessary
training to teach children (ages 6-8) how to read. Click here to
read more.
Mahmoud is 14 and joined TYO's Triple
Exposure photography class in the Fall
of 2009. He took to photography
immediately – after only four months of
class, his beautiful photo of a man
walking in the rain was selected for first
prize in the Waleed Photography
Magazine
Young
Photographers’
Competition! Though we took on a new
batch of photo students in the Summer of
2010, Mahmoud asked if he could keep
Triple Exposure Update:
coming to class as a volunteer; since
Investing in Youth
then he has helped teach photography
(above) Mahmoud, a triple exposure
and film to kids as old as and sometimes
participant, was interviewed by a Turk ish
older than himself. Read the full story.
TV channel At the “Suwarna” Children’s
Photography Exhibition in Ramallah last
year: “I feel very proud to have won the
contest, and I dream of becoming a
photographer or a journalist lik e the ones
who come to visit our class.”
Recently returned TYO intern, Julie,
celebrates her homecoming in
Maryland--Nabulsi style.
She shared her TYO experience and the
food of Nablus with friends and family at
dinner party at her home in Maryland.
Guests were delighted by the food,
including
familiar
dishes
like hummusand tabbouleh and those
less
common,
such
as maqloubeh,mujaddareh, and delicious
fruit cocktails. Read the full story on our
blog!

Intern Alumna: Palestinian
Cuisine in Maryland
(above) Former TYO Interns Ashwini and
Julie in Maryland after returning from
Nablus.
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